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Abstract—Microservices have seen their popularity blossoming with an explosion of concrete applications in real-life software. Several companies are currently involved in major refactoring of their back-end systems in order to improve scalability. In this paper, we present an experience report of a real world case study in order to demonstrate how scalability is positively affected by re-implementing a monolithic architecture into microservices. The case study is based on the FX Core system, a mission critical system of Danske Bank, the largest bank in Denmark and one of the leading financial institutions in Northern Europe.

I. INTRODUCTION

Microservices [10] is an architectural style originated from Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) [8] with the idea of bringing in the small (within an application) those concepts that worked in the large, i.e. for cross-organization business-to-business workflow. The shift towards microservices is a sensitive matter these days, seeing several companies involved in a major refactoring of their back-end systems to accommodate the advantages of the new paradigm. This is the case of the system and the institution considered in this paper, i.e., the FX Core of Danske Bank.

In monolithic architectures, the modularization abstractions rely on the sharing of resources of the same machine (memory, databases, files) and the components are therefore not independently executable. A notable problem of monoliths is maintainability and evolvability, and in general all the aspects related to change. In the microservice paradigm, a system is structured by composing small independent building blocks, each with a dedicated persistence tool and communicating exclusively via message passing. In this kind of organization, the complexity is moved to the level of coordination of services (often called orchestration [9]).

Two questions are often asked: "are Microservices just tiny services?" and "Are Microservices yet another name for SOA?". A Microservice is not just a tiny service. Each microservice is expected to implement a single business capability, in fact a very limited system functionality, bringing benefits in terms of service maintainability and extendability. Since each microservice represents a single business capability, which is delivered and updated independently, discovering bugs or adding minor improvements do not have any impact on other services and on their releases. In common practice, it is also expected that a single service can be developed and managed by a single team [10]. The idea to have a team working on a single microservice is rather appealing: to build a system with a modular and loosely coupled design, one should pay attention to the organization structure and its communication patterns as they, according to Conway's Law [3], directly impact the produced design. So if one creates an organization with each team working on a single service, such structure will make the communication more efficient not only on the team level, but within the whole organization, improving the resulting design in terms of modularity.

Microservices is not yet another name for SOA. Indeed, there are some notable differences. In SOA, services are not required to be self-contained with data and User Interface, and their own persistence tools, eg. database. SOA has no focus on independent deployment units and related consequences, it is simply an approach for business-to-business intercommunication. The idea of SOA was to enable business-level programming through business processing engines and languages such as WS-BPEL and BPMN that were built on top of the vast literature on business modelling [11]. Furthermore, the emphasis was all on service orchestration more than service development and deployment.

In this paper, we report the experience of migration from monolithic to microservice of the Danske Banks FX Core system. The documentation of the original system architecture was sparse and the vast majority of technical details have been obtained by direct conversations, interviews and discussions with the FX Core team, and by manually inspecting the source code. This was a lengthy process given the complexity of the
original monolithic architecture, never thoroughly documented before, and here we can report some aspects of this analysis. However, for the information to be publicly available, all the confidential details such as concrete names of protocols, external providers and specific services has been withheld. Furthermore, the internal logic of certain components could not be described in depth.

II. Danske Bank FX Core System

*Foreign Exchange,* often abbreviated as *forex* or *FX,* is the exchange of currencies, i.e. the conversion from one currency to another. Exchange of currencies is of interest to both private individuals, corporations, financial institutions and governments. *FX* encompasses everything from private transactions performed in foreign countries (e.g. Internet shopping from abroad and use of credit cards while traveling) to corporations moving their financial assets from one currency to another and exporting or importing products to and from foreign markets. *FX* has grown with globalization and it is now globally the largest financial market in the world, averaging a daily transaction volume of roughly 5 trillion dollars. This results in some transactions reaching the hundred millions of dollars. Unlike the stock exchange, there is no centralized market, instead *FX* is decentralized and done *over-the-counter* (*OTC*), i.e. traders negotiate prices and trade directly between each other. Traders are typically the largest multinational banks, trading on behalf of their customers or themselves. Additionally, due to the decentralized and global nature of *FX,* the market is open 24 hours a day, five days a week [7].

The *FX IT* (Fig 1) system is part of the banks *Corporates and Institutions* (*C&I*) department and handles price streaming, trades, line-checks and associated tasks, such as analytics and post-trade management. *FX IT* acts as a gateway between the international markets and Danske Banks clients, including their own traders. *C&I*’s clients are mainly large financial institutions and large multi-national corporations. They continuously process streams of currency pair prices from the markets on which they calculate margins to reduce risk, especially important on *swaps* and *forwards,* before streaming final prices to clients. Clients can then act on a price by registering a trade or check if they have the required collateral with line-checks.

The *FX Core* system is part of *FX IT* and it handles trades and line-checks. This includes registration, validation and post-trade management. Below there is a brief description of the two main responsibilities of *FX Core.*

*LineChecks* are used to check whether a client has the financial collateral to perform a trade and how a trade will affect said collateral, also called their *Line.* This collateral can be a multitude of financial assets, e.g. stocks, bonds or cash. Line-checks are always executed as part of a trade, but is also run separately, so Danske Banks traders can ensure that their customers are capable of requested trades.

*Trades* are received from both Danske Banks clients and *external providers,* i.e. external clients and markets. The trade is then validated and line-checked, before being registered.

Depending on the type of trade, the trade is either done immediately, i.e. a *spot trade,* or registered in the system as a contract for future execution, i.e. *swaps* and *forwards.* When the trade is executed it involves moving the financial assets between banking books, i.e. from one account to another. After a trade has been registered a number of actions can be executed on it, e.g. multiple trades can be joined to ease administration or be split into smaller trades to reduce margins, *forward* and *swap* contracts can be extended or pre-settled and trades can be corrected or deleted by internal clients. Additionally, the system can also run batch jobs in order to balance books between departments or to analyze trades, to e.g. detect fraudulent behavior such as money laundering.

III. FX Core Monolith

Danske Banks monolithic system is presented in Figure 2. The services are deployable individually and are replicated and deployed across a cluster. The system also utilizes APIs as interfaces for clients to interact with the services of the system, and a messaging system to delegate received requests from external providers. Despite of these solutions to facilitate scalability, Danske Bank has experienced severe challenges when trying to rapidly develop the system and deploying consistent changes, and in general in handling system complexity. Full details on the architecture can be found in [4].

The monolithic architecture is componentized in a variety of ways. The system utilizes services, shared software libraries and thick desktop clients and it is deployed on three Windows Server hosts, located at the three Danske Banks data center locations. Each of the system’s components can be deployed individually, as they are independent processes, but in fact...
Fig. 2. Danske Banks monolithic architecture. Red services are infrastructure services, green are part of the monolith, blue is the client, yellow are external provider APIs and grey are external Danske Bank systems. The components of the system integrate directly with each other, resulting in many different communication technologies and high coupling. The external provider APIs are part of the monolith and consist of multiple services, with each one connecting to a different provider. Their names have been excluded due to confidentiality. The shared components are used across almost all services and are also internally dependent on each other. The ForexData database is one big monolithic MS SQL database, shared amongst many of the monolithic components and also accessed by external systems. They are always co-located as a whole system for availability reasons and for the components to be highly couple.

IV. FX Core MICROSERVICE ARCHITECTURE

The Danske Banks new FXCore architecture is based on the microservice architectural style and is intended to completely replace the old monolithic architecture. The overall infrastructure is depicted in Figure 3.

Danske Banks FX Core microservice architecture is hosted on private data-centers, i.e. not in the cloud. This means that new hosts can not be provisioned and de-provisioned as rapidly and automated as in a cloud. It is in their interest to provide a private cloud for systems to run in, but due to regulations on banking data, this is still work in progress. There are three data-center locations in Denmark, which can be utilized to achieve better availability and increased resilience to the internal systems.

On the IT departments roadmap is the adoption of the Red Hat OpenShift IaaS/PaaS platform, on the internal data-centers. However, at the moment, the infrastructure consists of VM’s ordered through a web-portal, and which are setup manually by the FX Core team.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The re-engineering of the system discussed in this paper led to reduced complexity, lower coupling, higher cohesion and a simplified integration. The large components of the monolithic architecture, which were highly coupled, had overlapping responsibilities and integrated in a multitude of ways, have been substituted by several independent microservices. As a direct consequence, the size of the services is now generally smaller when compared to the large components of the monolith. Since services implement focused functionalities, even their names reveal to a large extent their responsibilities, detail which was previously absent. Services have now reduced feature overlapping. For example, functionalities such as trade-registration and line-checks in the monolithic architecture were handled by both ForexAPI and RequestService. The reason of this had to be found in the historical development of the system. After the analysis and the re-engineering, the microservice architecture features a TradingService and a LineCheckService that independently handle these functions. Furthermore, with a polyglot architecture, i.e. not technology dependent, the development team is no longer dependent on the .NET platform or MS SQL databases. Instead, services can be implemented in any language.

The future will see a growing attention regarding the matters discussed here and the development of new programming languages intended to address the microservice paradigm. Languages for microservices should be able to model microservices in a uniform way and at a level of abstraction that also allows for their easy interconnection.
Microservice composition techniques are needed and have to be used when: (a) frequent revision of microservices are needed, (b) changes in existing offered functionalities (i.e., microservices behavior), and adjustment of business policies and objectives (i.e., composition requirements) are required [1]. Microservices-based systems must be self-adaptive according to the available microservices in the specific execution context and to the changes affecting its execution. To guarantee self-specialization (i.e., automatic selection and composition of microservices), languages for microservices must include the adaptation aspect as an inner characteristic of the system design (i.e, Adaptive by-Design [2]) and not an exception to manage.
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